Libraries of structural prototypes that abstract protein local structures are known as structural alphabets and have proven to be very useful in various aspects of protein structure analyses and predictions. One such library, Protein Blocks (PBs), is composed of 16 standard 5-residues long structural prototypes. This form of analyzing proteins involves drafting its structure as a string of PBs. Thus, predicting the local structure of a protein in terms of protein blocks is a step towards the objective of predicting its 3-D structure. Here a new approach, kPred, is proposed towards this aim that is independent of the evolutionary information available. It involves (i) organizing the structural knowledge in the form of a database of pentapeptide fragments extracted from all protein structures in the PDB and (ii) apply a purely knowledge-based algorithm, not relying on secondary structure predictions or sequence alignment profiles, to scan this database and predict most probable backbone conformations for the protein local structures.
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Introduction to the definition of standard dihedral angles for each PB. Protein blocks are assigned on the basis of the dissimilarity measure called root mean square deviation on angular values (rmsda) between observed dihedral angles and the standard dihedral angles for the 16 PBs. The PB with lowest rmsda is assigned to the central residue of the pentapeptide region. The choice of fragment size as 5 and library size as 16 for the PBs was because 5 consecutive residues capture well the local contacts in regular secondary structures (α-helices and β-strands) and 16-library size is a good balance between the specificity and sensitivity of predictions 12 .
All the 15,544 protein chains from PDB30 dataset were encoded into their corresponding protein blocks sequences (PB sequences) after comparing their backbone φ and ψ torsion angles with the corresponding standard torsion angles for the 16 PBs 11 using an in-house developed Perl script.
Sequence of PBs as observed in crystal and NMR structures were later used as a reference to assess the accuracy of predicted PB sequences.
Database of pentapeptide conformations from protein structures
A database of pentapeptide conformations (PENTAdb) was developed using known 3-D structures of proteins. PENTAdb is essentially the entire structural information contained in the PDB, broken down into chunks of pentapeptides. A sliding window of 5 residues was used to extract structural features for every overlapping pentapeptide of a polypeptide chain. The dihedral
Prediction scheme
The overall scheme for predicting the local structure in terms of PBs is based on querying the PENTAdb database for every constitutive pentapeptides of a query protein sequence using a sliding window of 5 residues (Figure 1a ). Hits from the database are reported as predicted protein blocks (PBs). Predicted PBs are assigned to the central residue of each query pentapeptide. The prediction results are presented at different levels of refinement. The prediction in the coarsest form consists of the list of all the possible PBs for a particular pentapeptide of the query protein sequence. This is the case when multiple hits from PENTAdb database are obtained for a particular query pentapeptide (Figure 1b ). The multiple hits correspond to the different conformations, which the pentapeptide has been seen to adopt in protein structures (Figure 1b ).
When the query pentapeptide is not found in PENTAdb, the information available for the tetrapeptides covering the first four residues with a wildcard for the fifth position was used ( Figure 1b ) to identify the list of possible PBs with first 4 amino acid residues matching this query. The position of wildcard did not influence the outcome of the results (data not shown). The list of hits thus obtained is referred as all possible PBs. This list serves as a framework from which the most probable PB sequence is predicted.
[ Fig. 1 about here] the query pentapeptide. In cases when there is no decisive majority (two or more equi-probable PB), both of them are reported as predictions.
However, it is known that the structure adopted by a short peptide can be highly dependent on its local environment 3 . A second method that integrates contextual information was hence developed and is hereafter termed as hybrid method. Here, to predict the local structure of a pentapeptide, the information about the structural status (in terms of PBs) of the two immediately adjacent and overlapping pentapeptides (preceding and succeeding) is also taken into account (see Figure 2 ). It requires a normalized frequency look-up table for observed motifs of 3 consecutive PBs also termed as tri-PBs (see "additional methods" section of the supplementary material). For each query pentapeptide, in complement to the calculated S1 score, an additional S2 score is calculated as follows. A list of all possible combinations of three successive PBs (tri-PB motifs) is built. This is derived from the list of all possible PBs for the query pentapeptide and for its two adjacent pentapeptides ( Figure 2 ). For each possible tri-PB motif, their normalized frequencies ("odds" in Figure   2 ). The predicted PB for the query pentapeptide is determined after multiplying S1 scores by their corresponding S2 scores and taking the highest value among these products ( Figure 2 ). This approach is called the hybrid method because it combines the majority rule method with contextual information in the prediction process.
[ Figure 2 about here]
Evaluating PB-kPRED using different subsets of PENTAdb
Two evaluation schemes were developed to benchmark the PB-kPRED methodology. As mentioned above, the query dataset used here constituted of the 15,544 proteins from the PDB30 dataset. The schemes relied on the ability to control which subsection of PENTAdb will be accessible to the prediction algorithm for every query. For example, allowing only pentapeptides in PENTAdb from non-homologues to be accessible by the prediction algorithm emulates a scenario of attempting to predict the local structure of a protein with no homologue of known structure used. On the other hand, as in the case of other local structure prediction methods 12, [20] [21] [22] 26 , it can be advantageous to have the ability to privilege information from homologous structures when these are available to predict the local structure of a query protein.
Such a scheme can be emulated by allowing only pentapeptides in PENTAdb from closest detectable homologues to be accessible by the search algorithm.
In first instance, the prediction methodology was assessed with increasing sequence identity cutoffs ranging from 30%, 40%, 50%, 70%, 90%, 95% to 100%, named experiments A1-A8 (see Figure 3a ). This scheme is subsequently termed as "without noise filtering scheme".
In second instance, an alternative assessment scheme hereby called the "with noise filtering scheme" was applied to further assess the PB-kPRED methodology (experiments B1-B8, see Figure 3b ). It aimed at evaluating how privileging information from close homologues, when available, contributed to the quality of the predictions. In brief, the algorithm initially searches for a pentapeptide among the closest homologues first. If the search finds a hit, then the hit is used for the prediction; otherwise the search space is increased to include the immediately next level of more distantly related homologues. This process is repeated until a hit is obtained. Due to this process of introducing more distant homologues in a conditional fashion, wrong pentapeptides (noise) from PENTAdb were potentially filtered out, hence the name with noise filtering scheme.
In all the cases, care was taken to exclude the pentapeptides from the query proteins themselves.
[ Figure 3 
A scoring function to estimate the accuracy of the predictions A probabilistic scoring function was developed for the a posteriori analysis of the predicted PB sequence through namely the analysis of its content in penta-PB motifs, with the objective of providing a measure of how accurate PB-kPRED was performing. The principle of the analysis relies on the fact that not all penta-PBs are commissioned by proteins at the same frequency.
Indeed, many successions of 5 consecutive PBs are highly improbable because they are geometrically not allowed as explicated by the Ramachandran rules. The probabilistic function is hence based on the look-up table of normalized frequencies of successive penta-PB motifs observed in a non-redundant set of protein structures (see "additional methods" in supplementary material). In brief, using a sliding window of 5 consecutive PBs (penta-PB motif) along the predicted PB sequence, the normalized frequencies of all penta-PB motifs were looked-up in the penta-PB frequency table. The logarithm of these normalized frequencies were then summed and divided by the length of the predicted PB sequence to generate an accuracy score (A) as shown here: where A is the accuracy score for a predicted PB sequence, l is the length of the PB sequence, N is the normalized frequency of the penta-PB motif observed at window position i in the PB sequence. Since an overlapping sliding window of five consecutive PBs is used, the total number of penta-PB motifs (i.e the number of windows) is l-4. In the case a particular penta-PB motif has a null value in the frequency table (i.e it is never observed), a penalty of -5 was instead added to the score. 
Results

PENTAdb, a database of pentapeptides from protein structures
A total of 68.84 million pentapeptides obtained from the 0.26 million protein chains and their corresponding local structure represented as one of the 16 PBs were obtained and stored in PENTAdb. Of these 68.84 million pentapeptides, 2.26 million are unique which represents 70.9% of the total number theoretically possible 3.2 million (20 5 ) pentapeptides. The content of the database accessible to PB-kPRED at these threshold values is given in Table 1 . There is a 32-fold decrease (from 68.62 to 5.13 million) in the number of pentapeptides in PENTAdb when PDB chains not sharing more than 30% sequence identity are considered. Nevertheless, there is only a 1.3 fold decrease in the number of unique pentapeptides present in PENTAdb at this threshold.
[ When homologues sharing ≥30% sequence identity with each of the queries were removed from the database, PB-kPRED performed with an average Q16 accuracy of 39.2% and 40.8% for the majority rule method and hybrid method respectively (Table 3) . Surprisingly, the effect of enlarging the database to include closer homologues sharing <95% sequence identity with the queries improved only marginally the prediction accuracies reaching on average 40.4% and 42.4% for majority rule method and hybrid method respectively. Accuracy topped to 58.0% and 54.6% respectively when full PDB (excluding the query itself) was used as database for prediction. This overall gain in accuracy is due to an incremental increase of accuracy across all the 16 PBs.
[ Table 3 about here]
As an attempt to improve the prediction rates, the hybrid method was tested using the noise filtering scheme for querying the database whereby, for each query pentapeptide, data in PENTAdb only coming from closest homologues was queried first (see Figure 3 ). Results are detailed in Table 4 . When compared to the without noise filtering scheme (Table 3) , the prediction rates improved to reach a maximum of 66.3%. Interestingly, for experiments B2 to B7 where closest homologues to be queried first are in the range of <40% to <95% sequence identities, the predictions remained high at a level of about 61.6%. Only in experiment B8 the prediction accuracy rate dropped to 40.8%. This experiment is in fact identical to the one featured for <30% threshold shown in Table 3 using the hybrid method and the without noise filtering scheme for querying the database.
[ Table 4 about here] All results further detailed hereafter are concerned with data obtained in experiment B1 where hybrid method was applied using the noise filtering scheme for querying PENTAdb and where best predictions were obtained.
The distribution of the prediction accuracies for experiment B1 (see Table 4 ) shows a bimodal distribution (see Figure 4 ). A spike in frequency is observed at the >80% range representing the set of queries which have closely related proteins of known structure available in the PDB and for which the method is able to perform extremely well. At the other end of the spectrum, there is an almost normal distribution with an average around the 35%-40% accuracy range. Hence, the mean falls in between these two at 66.31% accuracy. This distribution did not substantially vary when homologues sharing less than 100% to 40% sequence identity to the query corresponding to experiments B2 to B7 respectively (see Figure 3 ) were queried first (data not shown). However, once the twilight zone of 30% sequence identity is crossed, the accuracy distribution drastically changes to that of a unimodal distribution with a very sharp peak at the 40% range and gradually tapering tail towards the higher accuracies (supplementary Figure 1 ).
[Fig 4 about here]
The accuracy by the hybrid method using the noise filtering scheme was compared to the majority rule method ( Figure 5 ). As shown by the data points below the diagonal, the hybrid method performed significantly better than the majority rule method for a total of 8,195 cases (52.7%) out of the 15,544 protein queries. For remaining 7,245 cases, the majority rule method performed slightly better than the hybrid method.
[ 
PB predictions
Results from the best performing condition (experiment B1 featured in Table 4 and Figure 3b) were further analyzed for the PB-wise prediction rates and compared with published rates from other methods ( 27 and (ii) as they have been seen to be highly interchangeable thanks to PB substitution matrix 31, 32 . As some PBs are highly similar, it is possible to relax the assessment, i.e.
considering two PB series as equivalent. With such relaxed criteria, the accuracy increases from 66.31% to 68.87% (a 2.56% gain on average). Interestingly, significant increases in accuracies were observed for PB g (from 43.5% to 67.4%) and for PB j (from 49.98% to 67.2%).
[ Table 5 about here] PB-kPRED globally outperformed two other PB prediction methods (see Table 5 ). Its predictions were better for all the 16 PBs when compared to the Bayes method and better than almost all PBs when compared to LOCUSTRA. Only PBs d and m were better predicted by this latter method 20 .
A MCC close to +1 indicates a good agreement between the observed and the predicted outcomes consistently above 0.9 indicating that the method was able to achieve a very high true negative rate.
Measure of accuracy
A probabilistic scoring function was developed for the a posteriori analysis of the predicted PB sequences so as to provide a measure of how accurate the hybrid method using the noise filtering scheme was performing. An assessment of the scoring function is provided in Figure 6 . It shows that the score is correlated with the accuracy of the prediction with a Pearson's correlation coefficient of 0.82 (Figure 6a ). The two distinct clusters of data points correspond to those featured in the histogram in Figure 4 . As a further assessment of the scoring function, the scores for the predicted PB sequences were compared with the scores for the actual PB sequences ( Figure 6b ). It shows that in case of more accurate predictions (rates above 60%), the two scores correlated very well (red points along the diagonal in Figure 6b ) with both score values mostly ranging between +1 and +3. In the case of less accurate predictions (rates below 60%), the two scores were no more correlated (green dots below the diagonal in Figure 6b ) and scores for predicted PB sequences ranged mostly between -2 and +1.
[ Fig. 6 about here] prediction accuracy when incremental levels of sequence identities are made available in PENTAdb for the prediction (see Table 4 ). Importantly, to our knowledge, this is the first report of a querying scheme that dynamically filters out, on a per query basis, homologues at different cutoff values so that the portion of the PENTAdb that is made accessible for prediction is calculated on the fly. For the each of the 15,544 query sequences of PDB30, 16 experiments were performed amounting a total of 248,704 datasets building. This is computationally intensive and was performed using extensive MySQL querying. Thanks to the noise filtering strategy, PB-kPRED was able to efficiently weed out the noise present in the database due to redundancy and hence to narrow down the search in the database to find the most appropriate local structure for a given pentapeptide. Hence, filtering out from the database the pentapeptides from proteins that shared less than 30% sequence identity with the query indeed improves the prediction efficiency.
When the majority method and the hybrid method ( Figure 5 ) were compared, two distinct clusters were noticed. Upon further investigating the reason for this distinct clustering, we note that, irrespective of the sequence identity cut-off, the points below the diagonal were found in more populated clusters while the points above the diagonal were found in least populated clusters Hence the hybrid method using the noise filtering scheme will perform better when there are some closely-related protein structures to look-up to in PENTAdb. In a real-life scenario, this will not be always the case. Indeed, proteins for which we want to predict the structure and which do not have any homologues even at 30% sequence identity are not so uncommon. This brings us to the conclusion that even though overall the hybrid method performs better, we cannot ignore the majority rule method all together.
Nonetheless, this method still has room for improvement as it can be seen from the values in Table 2 PENTAdb database indeed shows that the good PB was present in more than 70% of the cases.
However, owing to the scoring functions S1 and S2 (Figure 2) , the decision rules implemented in both majority rule and hybrid methods failed to pick up these good PBs as predictions in several instances.
Interestingly, once the local backbone of a protein was predicted in the form of a PB sequence, we were able to provide an a posteriori assessment of how accurate was the prediction. The method used here to achieve this relied on the simple idea that successions of PBs should follow the rule that not all combinations of PBs would be allowed. This intuition turned out to be correct since there was a remarkable correlation between the score and the accuracy of the predictions.
Noteworthy, the accuracy scores for actual (native) PB sequences are overwhelmingly distributed between +1 and +3, while poorly predicted PB sequences have scores below +1. This scoring of PB sequences could also serve as an indicator towards improving predictions. Because the calculation of the score of a PB sequence is very fast, one could imagine implementing a scoreguided optimization procedure to climb the prediction accuracy gradient using Monte-Carlo or genetic algorithms for example.
The case studies documented in this work (see Table 6 ) indicate that the relationship between local structure predictability and the number of homologues of the query available in PDB are not based only on the ranking of the S1 scores. For the hybrid method, predictions are based on the ranking of the product of scores S1 and S2. Table 6 . Impact of the availability of known homologues on the accuracy of PB-kPRED. Query PDB chains with known homologues and with no known homologues are featured. The hybrid method with noise filtering scheme for querying the database was applied for the prediction whereby the conditions were identical to experiment B1 as featured in Figure 3 and Table 6 . The queries themselves were excluded from the database prior to prediction. Shown here are the accuracies of the predictions and the numbers of known homologues for different sequence identity thresholds.
Queries with known homologues in PDB Queries with no known homologues in PDB
Sequence identity thresholds (%)
2HX0_A
(hypothetical DNA binding protein)
4HUQ_T
(energy-coupling factor transporter EcfT)
2HXV_A
(deminase/ reductase)
1A27_A
(hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase)
4HZU_S
(transmembrane protein associated with Ecf transporter) 100 2 3 1
